Calhoun Wiki Home

This site contains documentation for use of the NPS Archive: Calhoun.

Calhoun Frequently Asked Questions

Such as...

- I have a question, whom do I contact?
- What is NPS Archive: Calhoun?
- How many items are currently in Calhoun?
- What are Calhoun's Policies?
- How can you get your work into Calhoun?

Interesting Things Calhoun Can Do

Calhoun can...

- Provide a permanent link to a set of records, in order, that you can share or use in web pages
- Show "Most Popular" NPS Faculty Publications
- Show NPS's "Outstanding Theses"
- Show theses advised by a specific faculty advisor
- Show usage statistics

How to Search in Calhoun

Search syntax for NPS Archive: Calhoun

- Basic Search
- Building your search using filters
- Phrase searching
- Search for an author or advisor
- Fuzzy Search

Application Profile: Calhoun's metadata

The "rulebook" for records metadata used by NPS Archive: Calhoun. Includes the link to "all records" for Athena.

- Overview
- Namespaces in Calhoun (metadata elements)
- Schemas Calhoun uses
- All records in Calhoun link for Athena project

Newest items in Calhoun:

- Symbol Generation and Frame Synchronization for Multipulse-Pulse Position Modulation System And Method for Automated Intercept Avoidance for Spacecraft
- FEASIBILITY OF UNDERWATER MEMS DF ACOUSTIC SENSOR FOR NARROWBAND DETECTION

More

Most recently added NPS Theses & Dissertations in Calhoun

- FEASIBILITY OF UNDERWATER MEMS DF ACOUSTIC SENSOR FOR NARROWBAND DETECTION
- PERFORMANCE OF HYBRID SIGNATURES FOR PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE CERTIFICATES
- CHARACTERIZATION OF BIO-INSPIRED MEMS UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SENSOR USING A STANDING WAVE TUBE
- AN INTRODUCTION TO FRAMEWORK ADAPTATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ASSURANCE OF A DEEP NEURAL NETWORK WITHIN NAVAL TEST AND EVALUATION

More